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++(.5) 120+60mg (8/7/79; NT, CT ≡, 4:30=[0:00]. Alert [:30]. by [1:00 NT +++,
          CT ~++, ATS ++ [1:25] 60mg supplement [2:30] - clear ++.5 [3:30]
          f. [with] trios [4:30] almost down - stay night - AM Bees - excellent..

+      120mg (8/24/79; 11:51PM=[0:00], after the curse of SC.) [0:40] alert
          overall + (ex food, evening).

++     120mg (8/29/79), 7:00PM=[0:00]; ATS 120; GC 120; LC 100. [0:35] alert, GC   
          quickly, ATS slowly; [0:45] GC full +++, others slowly [1:00] LC ++,
          GC +++, back to 3 martinis. [1:45] GC, ATS +60 supplement [2:00] LC +
          40mg. [2:45] LC ~+++ [3:10] GC, ATS st.drop. LC not yet. excellent
          close expt. ++.

++     120mg (9/9/79) 12:15=[0:00] at Grove AP 120, GC 120, LC 110 - normal chron.
          perfect day; evening, appetite   but eating  .

++     120mg (12/15/79) (AP, NT, CT, AG, TG, MP all ≡) ~11:00AM=[0:00] Berkeley
          U.Museum. AG, NT on rapidly & strongly - rest normal. ~[1:35] + 40mg all.
          Prinz exhibit!! extraordinary pleasant & well received ++.

++     120mg 1/9/79. GC, LC ≡ 7:45=[0:00]. proper chron. +40mg@[1:50]. LC to +++,
          GC & ATS nearly ++. Crashing anorexia. Extremely relaxed & de-stressed.
          Excellent.

++     120mg 1/30/80 HT ≡. 11:55=[0:00] Proper chron. HT extremely euphoric,
          and receives confirmation of his philosophical conclusions. Wed., on
          farm. excellent. Both [with] 40 mg suppl. at [1:40] [4:30] almost down.

++.5   150mg 2/23/80. (AP, AG ≡; NT, CT, MP, TG, AB 120). 2:30=[0:00] chron. OK..
          all 150's [with] magnified intensities, consensus improvement. AB
          v.vocal, esp. [with] MP, AG. supple. 40 (all) ~[1:35] - never back to 150
          state. Appetite restricted. ATS [with] some nystagmus. Exceptionally
          pleasant day - well received all around.

++.5   150mg 7/6/80 11:25AM=[0:00] (AP≡, AB, WC, NS all 120mg). Alerts between
          [0:25] and [0:35] on schedule. WC a small disquieting flurry quite deep
          [~0:50], then settle down excellently. NS in very good space. AP & ATS
          supplement 75mg at ~[2:00] - others decline. Slow drop-off [3-4] for
          them - they leave at [5] reasonably sober. AP & I still ++, but dropping.
          Assay A05 time pot at [5:45] q.v. oh my! ++.5 see p.336.

       120mg 8/17/80 1:47=[0:00]; AP, NS ≡ onset ~25-30min. Complete at ~[55]
          sl. drop 1:30 all +40mg. NS [with] ecstatic experience - AP, ATS
          quite comfortable at this lower dose. Extremely real, honest, sharing,
          intimate talk. Clear (NS) [5:00]. Test LSD.


